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1) Light travels at 186282 miles per second, and the Sun is about 93 million miles from the Earth.  How many 

minutes does it take light to reach the Earth from the Sun? 
2) How long would it take you to count to one billion, reciting the numbers one after another?  First write a 

guess into your notebook, then come up with a thoughtful answer.  One approach is to actually do it and 
have someone time you, but there are more manageable alternatives.  What assumptions did you make in 
your calculations? 

3) It takes 1.25 seconds for light to travel from the Moon to the Earth.  How many miles away is the Moon? 
4) Many major-league baseball pitchers can throw the ball at 90 miles per hour.  At that speed, how long does 

it take a pitch to travel from the pitcher’s mound to home plate, a distance of 60 feet 6 inches?  Give your 
answer to the nearest hundredth of a second.  There are 5280 feet in a mile. 

5) You have perhaps heard the saying, “A journey of 1000 miles begins with a single step.”  How many steps 
would you take to finish a journey of 1000 miles?  What information do you need in order to answer this 
question?  Find a reasonable answer.  What would your answer be if the journey were 1000 kilometers?	  
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1) In an offshore pipeline, a cylindrical mechanism called a “pig” is run through the pipes periodically to clean 

them. These pigs travel at 2 feet per second. What is this speed, expressed in miles per hour? 
2) Your class sponsors a benefit concert and prices the tickets at $8 each. Dale sells 12 tickets, Andy 16, 

Morgan 17, and Pat 13. Compute the total revenue brought in by these four persons. Notice that there are 
two ways to do the calculation. 

3) Kelly telephoned Brook about a homework problem. Kelly said, “Four plus three times two is 14, isn’t it?” 
Brook replied, “No, it’s 10.” Did someone make a mistake? Can you explain where these two answers came 
from? 

4) It is customary in algebra to omit multiplication symbols whenever possible. For example, 11x means the 
same thing as 11 · x.  Which of the following can be condensed by leaving out a multiplication symbol?  

(a) 4· 1  (b) 1.08·p  (c) 24·52  (d) 5·(2+x) 3 
5) Wes bought some school supplies at an outlet store in Maine, a state that has a 6.5% sales tax. Including the 

sales tax, how much did Wes pay for two blazers priced at $49.95 each and 3 pairs of pants priced at $17.50 
each? 

6) (Continuation) A familiar feature of arithmetic is that multiplication distributes over addition. Written in 
algebraic code, this property looks like a(b+c) = ab+ac. Because of this property, there are two equivalent 
methods that can be used to compute the answer in the previous problem. Explain, using words and 
complete sentences.	  
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